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Within. the lost soOral years, child protectiVe

markers, physicians and Wchotherapists say they are seeing

a mushrooming number of victims of childhood sexual abuse,

both children whc, are current victims and adults who are

reporting such expeience4 retrospectively. Our knowledge

about the problem, althou0 net :qcreasing as fast as their

caseloads, is advancing, too.

Almost all that knowledge about The problem, however,

canes frog, cases that have be reported td social agencies

or victims who have revealed their experience in counseling,

Dut we can be virtually certain that these'cases represent

only a small fraction of the real number of victims, while

the experiences, of most victims (probably near 90% or tiara

Of the total) are never reported or revealed. We need to

know much gore about the sexual abuse experienceS that art

not reported as veil as those that are.

In an attempt to get information on sexual

Otimiration experiences in a non-treatm4nt population, I

undertook a survey of 795 College undergraduates at 6 New

England colleges and universities. Students an a variety of

social science courses filled cut goestionn4ires about

childhood sexual experiences. Although thla sample is not

rep:esentative of any larger population, it is quite divers

in terms of the religious, ethnic, social class and

gnarl-rural background of the students (with the exception

of there being very few blacks) and in terms of t4 types of

schools included. Pacticipation rate was very high; over

.90% of'the students in attendance in the olasseS filled out

the questionnaire.

Sexual victimization wa$ defined as a sexual experience

between a child and a such older person: spec; Gaily a

child under 12' with a partner at leant five years eller, Or

a young adoleScent 13-16 with an adult at least 10 yelts,

older, The. hsexualo experiences included in the tally,

ranged from intercourse, oral-genital contact to

exhibitionitm and iondling. In the :ost frequent inStanco,

accounting for 40% of the casts, /the older partner touched

or manipulated the child's genitali Cr the child touched the

partner's.

Here are some. of the findings of the survey together

With some of their implications for a public policy aimed at

diali0 with child sexual abuse.
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CHILD MN!. 1dT131Z4TION IS YIDEsPREAD.

Fisstf the study confires the currant assessment of

this probloo cooing out of clinical experience: ,the sexual

victimization of child ran is wid4spread. Nitstpen per. cent

of the women reported that they ha? had such an experience

as a child. These experiences or;Curre.4 at all ages: thy

taro .not uaicemmot even as early asfor years. They also

cut across all social class lines, and all ethnic groups.

Aloost one in five had a sexual encounter as a: child with a

mach older person. kith an incident like this it is clear

that tad as we need to try and reduce the high level of

this phenomenon, we also need to ptenareL children tuch

better arid mot earlier for the possibility that this tight

I.appen.

A second, more surprising finirg, was that a large,

wither of boys vete also Sexually victimized. in per cent

of the Men had had an experience with an older person

similar to those we have been describing for women. This is

about half the rate for vameal and a surprise *anise,

ludgng only from clinical reports, girl victims would

appear to outnumber boys 9 to 1 or worse (De Francis, 1969).

Our findings suggest that many tore boys are sexually

victimized that would appear oa the basis of clinical

reports alone.

The toys' experiences are Frimatily homosexual, eaning

that like the girls' experiences they are alsost,all

older men. ;our, it is confirzed by out study; rarely make

sexual advances toward children. All told, the boys'

experiences resemble Very ouch the 5irlst, except that the

boys are somewhat less traumatized by them via ever. less apt

to tell anyone about them.

The implication of this fir:ding is that tae need to pay

sort attention to 'the problem of victitized boys (swift.

1977) Professionals need to he alerted to th+ possibility

that it occurs, because As we found out with the sexual

abuse of lirls a problem can go undetected. for years

because no one is lacking far it. And it needs more study,

because currently almost everything ve know abot4 sexual

abuse concerns the victimization of girls. The

victimizatiOn of boys is a new problem area.

SEXUAL fiCTIWATIoN T5 A tAMILY PROBLEM

A third conclusion. of the study is that sexual

victimization is very much a family ptcliet. We found, a;

clinical studies have found (Benward and Detsen-Gerber,

19754 Burgess et al., 1977: De Francis, Queen's

Bench, 19761 Peters, 1976: Weiss, 195510 that most sexual

victimization takes place within a child's intimate social

network, not with strangers, as *child molesters*. have

conventionally been stereotyped. Seventy-five per cent of

the experiences reported were with cider persons knout to

the child. Forty-four per cent were with actual family

oeoliets4 including uncles, grandfathers, brothers ,n -law,,

fathers and brothers. Twenty-two per cent were within the

nuclear family, and six per cent were with fathers and

stepfathers.

Thus the culprits, especially in the case of Iirls4 are

right in their families, If we were to extrapolate on the

basis of this data, swathing we are not really entitled toti,

do given the limitations of the sample 'selection, we would

estimate that about line per cent of all wont ate sexually

victimized. by a relative and about one and a half per cent

are involved it father-daughter sex.

Some other findings reinforCe this view of simnel

victimization as a family problem. Even for those girls who

vere victimized outside of' the family, certain family

characteristics tended to predict who these girls would b4.

For- example, ifj4e1J0d_ttepfather or if their patents

had an unhappy narriage(jidged from the child's point of

view), qqlsAiere tore likely to'be-victimized by not - family

(as well as family) :embers. So it is quite, likely that a

vulnerability far sexual victimization can be created within

the family.

The implication here. is that sexual victimizatioajteeds

to he treated in a Easily context. Policies or intervention

aimed at decreasing the incidence of sexual victimization

need to be directed t6 the family=

VULNERABLE FAMILIES

The survey does give us sere clues about what:kinds of

fatilies take children the most vulnerable. To son extent,,

victims more Often came from families of lower social .class

backgrounds. Also, children who grew up in fats, families'

were much more likely to have been sexually Ablsed. This .

latter fact pints toward the idea, qainitil increasing

currency in out understanding cf. physiotl'atillse, that social

isolation plays a key role in victimization and family.

violence.
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So subcultural factors too sal play a role in semi

victilieStion. We found, for example;, that bays Ir04 Irish

American backgrounds had a mush higher rate of emporia:wee,

than the 4gerage boy. The Irish in Asilice as a group are

chaeacterized bye high degree of sexual repression and

sandal segregation '(Greeley, 1972)0 which say explain the

findirge It suggests that programs aimed at free*

fenilies grad the most intense kinds of semi

repressiveness and anxiety may sore in the direction of

reducing the i:cideedi of this form of sexual abuse.

Some of the east important findings of the 'stair

concern the AotLers of the women who reported sexual.

victimization experiences They lead to the conclusion that

iotht:s are cr4cial i0 ROtectinq their daughters from

sexual abuse, For example, girls who over lived without

ntheir natural Nether were these times more vulnerable than

the average girl. Or if angirlls n that vas frequently ill

or poorly educated or alechclic e:s was also /much Ore

likely to be victim zed.

, This suggests that there nay be a connection between

thq omission of voeee as 70S and the victimization of

their &litters.: women who occupy weak .aed: debilitated

roles may he inedequate in supervising their deughtees.

They may not sufficiently educate theme about sexual matters,

Qr perbale, as 'victims themselves, they nay model victim

behavior for their child. Thole nay be an important lesson.'

here for the prevention 4t. sexual victielzaticn of girls.

Whereiothere are mdse equal partners in earriageS, their

daughters say be less likely' to suffer sexual abuse.

AGE OP VICTIMS

Another isport'aa't finding of the study is that children

appear to be most vulnerable to victimization prior to

puberty. The mean age to girls, for exa:plen was 10.2

yeern.n Dee experiences in the 4-6 year old bracket were

' common in our temple. This meems to contradict the popular

idea that it is the arrival of puberty in a girl that sparks

the attention of a potential sexual abuser (Schechter and

Raherge, .1976). It is our impression that physiological

development is lese important thail two other things in

4aking a child vulnerable to victimieation. 1j children

beceme more vulnerable as they beak more independent and

are out atd about on their awn. And 2) children: especieily

girls, bitme more vulnerable as they begin to experiment

Withetdelt 'set role behavior, ,selething that happens well

before phYeiOlagical puberty. Recut° they are

insiperienced, they are enprepated for the reactions their

behavior ear proyoke. This is supported by the fact that

victimization sells to bcreasn after aye 12 as e41

become anea skilled in discouraging sexual overtures.

The implication of these findings are important for

those, who viSh to target preventive eeasores at the age

creep where children ate the most vulnerable. Our findings

inlicete that the age at which children are currently.

instructed about sexuality may be much too high. Sex

education is usually delayed _until early adolescence on the

assuietion that children have little need fat semi

infereaticn prior to that. But if many children are

valletmble to sexual advances at early ages prier, to

puberty, then. schools and families may do well to prepare

chilleen earlier with infoeeetion that vauld Alley thee to

pratett themselves more fully froa the advances they

encoanteee

KEEpIRG IT SECRET

still anotheranother findleg of the study coneres lunv few

respondents told anyone about their experience at the time

then occurred. Qely 37% of the girls said anything to

anybody about what had happened. The boys were even mare

ireticent. As ntervievees explained it, sea feared that

they world be blamed themselves for what had happened.

Othitti tit, re afraid of 'retaliation by the older partner, 311

did not believe parents cr other authorities could

adequately defend thei. Considering the reactions many of

those who told actually received -- parents who went to

pieced or who punished the child or who pretended it hadn't

happened -- it if hard to fault the children for refusing to

414 Their behavior ntchably reflected in accurate

aeseseeent 'of the situation.

khat this finding implies is that probably the eost

Serious itpedieent to reporting i5 the fact that

victims themselves rarely talk about their experiences,

Before any children CAD be helped, they have to be able to

tell someone. To encourage that ve need a double - pronged

effort. 1) A climate must be created where children know

they can talk about such experiences and they hive some ilea

of whom they can talk to. 2) Parents and professionals who

are going to be the recipients of these confidences have to

be coafortable and knowledgeable about thesubject, so that

theer reaction or anticipated reaction is not a deterreet to

the child's telling.
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SOURCES OF TRAM,

illy, farts of this study should be useful to those

with victims and their families in an effort to

A and hOpefully minimize the traumatic potential of

:periences. Our data indicate that many of the

anal assumptions about what causes -trauma as a

these experiences are wrong.

;9 assumptions include the beliefs that sexual

:es are more negative if, among other things, they

tee, if they involve a closer rather than more

related partner, or if they involve intercourse

intimate sexual activity (Gtoth, 1976: eclarlanit

'roe Our reseondents reports, however, these factors

einoe importance. Longer experiences were Lot more

Father-daughter incest was the most negative, but

role, experiences with strangers were as bad as

.th relatives. And encounters involving exhibition

.ng were equally as traumatic on the average as ones

ittercorse. one cannot predict how negative an

A was simply fros the level of sexual activity.

:he pact there has been a certain tendency to

sane eMperl;ineee 13 teinq less serious than others,

dering the results of this surety, this tendency

erroneous. For example, much research in the field

r focuses almost exclusively on incest as the main

Although we .curd that father - daughter incest was

most traumatic experience, experiences with

were uzealle as traumatic as experiences vith

and uncles. More attention needs to be given to

?ral experience of sexeal victimization, rather than

Icest.

aspect of the experience however, was quite

Int in predicting trauma. Experiences involving

:e such worse than experiences rot involving force.

finding about force is important because there is

one school of thought that says that coercive

:es shceld be less traumatic than non-coercive ones.

coning here goes thAt exper,iences are more traumatic

Idren feel they somehow contributed to their ode

ition, that it was their fault. When acts are

;: thee, they realize that they made no contribution,

r thue feel less guilt in the long run. The data

test this theory is wrong. Coercive experiences are

mrnatic not less.

e are also some assumptions about the relative

Jity of older and younger children that need to bee'

Id. Some feel that younger children are protected

ehey are. naive about the meaning cf 'what has

Others feel -thate_being so young, they the

most developmentally vu hie to trauma. iuvever, on the

basis of our reeponder e reeorts, neither of these

assumptions would appear to be true. There was little

difference. Younger children seened neither to be more

Protected by their naivete nor more traumatized by their

helplessness.

The implication is that practitioners need to

proceed cautiously in making aeeuepticns about the trauma

potential of any particular victimization experience. Those

that might be thought trivial or inconeequential pay have a

serious impact. The sources of trauma may not be obvious or

Predictable.

CLUSIons

Several conclurioes have been awn so far from the

findings presentee - `here, and three of them need to he

reiterated. 1) sexual vietimlzetiCa is widespread, probably

more widespread than we imagine. 2) It is very such a

featly problem and mode to be approached in that way. 3)

We all need to be very cautious about the assumptions we

make about it, since many of our conventional ones about who

1S most vulnerable, when and why may be vropq. we-b a

problem so newly researched and so little discussed

previously, we have to be prepared for anything.

Finally, two findings about research. 1) It can be

done. People are willing to talk about this subject. One

can achieve fairly respectable participator rates in

studies, and lairly, valid and reliable responses from

participants. 2) We do need to pay attention to the

unreported cases and -the undetected victims. The problem is

as such theirs as anybody's. We need to be sure, for our

own sake as researchers and practitioners and for theirs as

victims, that their sittatien is included In our

understanding of the problem.
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